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We should ask ourselves a simple question:
where does the real revolution lie?

Many people (myself included) have already fought 
long and hard for open science

But we’ve really been fighting windmills, even though 
some of these looked a lot like dragons

The fight may [be | have been] glorious, but in all 
honesty, the real challenges are:

• to make it all work in practice
• to do amazing things with open science
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A field guide to open science
for the newly initiated
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Open science is frequently
required by an important third party
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The absence of openness is increasingly
considered a red flag for scientific fraud

After an investigation, the Central Ethical Review Board in 
Sweden has recommended the retraction of the Report 
“Environmentally relevant concentrations of microplastic
particles influence larval fish ecology,” by Oona M. Lönnstedt
and Peter Eklöv, published in Science on 3 June 2016 (1). 
Science ran an Editorial Expression of Concern regarding the 
Report on 1 December 2016 (2). The Review Board’s report, 
dated 21 April 2017, cited the following reasons for their 
recommendation: (i) lack of ethical approval for the 
experiments; (ii) absence of original data for the experiments 
reported in the paper; (iii) widespread lack of clarity 
concerning how the experiments were conducted. Although 
the authors have told Science that they disagree with elements 
of the Board’s report, and although Uppsala University has not 
yet concluded its own investigation, the weight of evidence is 
that the paper should now be retracted. In light of the Board’s 
recommendation and a 28 April 2017 request from the authors 
to retract the paper, Science is retracting the paper in full.
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We usually think we need open science
to prevent bad things from happening

While open science helps prevent some cases of fraud or 
low quality work being published, it is certainly not a 
panacea (cfr. peer review)

Simultaneously, fraud is regularly detected:
• in the absence of the source data
• from papers published in closed access journals
• without any of the code or metadata available

Why should we define the use of open science through an 
application with negative connotation?
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Instead, we should rather focus on the good 
that comes from open science

Open science makes the work accessible to anyone

Open science allows people to build much more efficiently 
on previous work

Open science helps maximize the usefulness of each 
individual research effort

Data tend to have a (much!) longer shelf life than our 
(limited) interpretations

Open science fosters creativity, and stimulates 
revolutionary research
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FAIR principles are commonly adopted,
and compliant systems exist

FAIR data principles, WikiMedia Commons, CC BY-SA 4.0
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Data sharing requires 3 building blocks: 
minimal requirements, CVs, and formats
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Metadata is often the key issue,
as it requires the most manual work

Verheggen, EuPA Open Proteomics, 2015
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Even user-friendly submission tools cannot 
correct for a lack of elementary motivation

Verheggen, EuPA Open Proteomics, 2015
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Manual curation of submissions,
equivalent to restrictive policing, does help

Verheggen, EuPA Open Proteomics, 2015
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A non-exhaustive checklist to ensure 
suitability of your data archival efforts

Are all abbreviations explained?

Are all metadata properly annotated?

Are standard formats used to represent the data in?

Are all terms derived from a controlled vocabulary?

Are missing data explained?

Am I using a trusted, long-lived, third-party repository?
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Non-exhaustive checklist for sharing 
(sensitive) data with the world

Do I have the proper clearances from study participants 
and/or other data originators?

Double-check clearances for: sharing, reuse, combination

Is the data properly anonymized/de-identified?

These things should really have already been sorted up front, 
with the ethical committee and other relevant experts!

Does the data have a well-considered license?
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Creative Commons (CC) licenses for
any content that is not software code

Data without license may NOT be shared at all

Two Creative Commons licenses should be your top 
choices:

Attribution (CC BY), only mandates recognition of the author
Attribution-ShareAlike (CC BY-SA), as CC BY above, but all 
derived works need to be licensed CC-BY-SA as well 
(infectious licence)

Note that CC licenses are not meant for software code; see 
earlier for examples of suitable open source licenses!

Wikipedia and a lot of Flicr uses CC, amongst many others
https://creativecommons.org ; https://creativecommons.org/licenses

https://creativecommons.org/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses
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In 2010, Elsevier’s reported a 36% profit margin –
higher than Apple, Google, or Amazon that year

www.theguardian.com/science/2017/jun/27/profitable-business-scientific-publishing-bad-for-science

http://www.theguardian.com/science/2017/jun/27/profitable-business-scientific-publishing-bad-for-science
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Three types of open access:
gold, green, and delayed

Gold open access means you pay, as author, to have your 
paper open access. Other papers in the same journal may not 
be, and so subscriptions remain necessary. Dual profit?

Green open access means that you deposit a preprint 
(without the ‘added value’ of peer review and typesetting) to 
a public repository such arXiv or BioRxiv.

Delayed open access means that your paper becomes open 
access after an embargo period (often a year)
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The Cofactor Journal Selector tool
can help you find open access journals 

http://cofactorscience.com/journal-selector

http://cofactorscience.com/journal-selector
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Green open access as a means
to fast and free open access

INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORIES
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When it comes to the analysis of your data, 
your paper contains the advertisement…

Gross, Nature Genetics, 2014
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… but the code on GitHub represents the 
actual research performed

https://github.com/theandygross/TCGA

https://github.com/theandygross/TCGA
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NumFOCUS supports and promotes 
innovative, open source scientific software

https://www.numfocus.org

https://www.numfocus.org/
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Interactive notebooks enable development, 
code sharing, and reporting all in one place

a browser-based and interactive 
notebook with support for 
code, rich text, mathematical 
expressions, inline plots and 
other rich media

an ideal platform to support 
open and reproducible 
research

https://jupyter.org

Technically, a Jupyter
notebook could easily 
be a publication!

https://jupyter.org/
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Open code can be shared and managed 
through freely available third-party systems

https://github.com/pcmasuzzo/openscience

https://github.com/pcmasuzzo/openscience
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Open code allows collaboration
as well as reproduction

star

merge

fork

pull 
request

reprocess
assess part of  a 

researcher’s impact

open
issueissue 

closed

https://github.com/logos; https://octicons.github.com

https://github.com/logos
https://octicons.github.com/
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Code should also always come with an 
appropriate license, especially open code

https://choosealicense.com

https://choosealicense.com/
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It’s fascinating to read about peer review 
innovations – especially after a reject!

https://f1000research.com/articles/6-1151/v1

https://f1000research.com/articles/6-1151/v1
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Issues and promise of open peer review

Junior researchers (who do most peer reviews) are unlikely to 
review fully honestly in their own name

Post-publication review is currently predominantly negative

Peer reviewing gets you no real credit today

Even journal editors can’t answer a simple question: can I 
publish (say on a blog) a peer review on one of my 
manuscripts?

But in the end, a form of open peer review just makes sense; 
it’s closed peer review that is bizarre
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Here is treasure of unlimited size, with all 
dragons chased away – what will you do?
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